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ABSTRACT 
Let H and K be bounded positive operators on a Hilbert space, and assume that 
H is nonsingular. This paper shows that if there exists a positive operator T such that 
T(H’/“T)” = K for some natural number n, then, for any natural number m such 
that m < n there exists a positive operator T1 such that T1( H1/mT,)m = K. In each 
case., there is at most one positive solution T and T1 respectively. 
A capital letter means a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space. Let 
H and K be positive operators on a Hilbert space, and assume that H is 
nonsingular. In [4], G. K. Pedersen and M. Takesaki have developed the 
operator equation THT = K as a useful tool for noncommutative Radon- 
Nikodym theorems. In this paper, we show an application of an operator 
inequality to operator equations, namely, as an extension of the result in [4], 
we prove Lemma 1, and we prove this Theorem using the result in [2] and 
Lemma 1: 
THEOREM. Let H and K be positive operators and assume that H is 
nonsingul.ur. Zf there exids a positive operator T such that T( H’/“T)” = K 
for some natural number n, then for any natural number m such that m G n 
there exists a positive operator Tl such that TX H’~*T,)* = K. In each case, 
there is at most one positive solution T and T,. 
We need the following two lemmas in order to prove the Theorem. 
Lemma 1 in case n = 1 is just the result in [4]. 
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LEMMA 1. Let and be 
nonsingular. Then fm a natural number n, the following statements (1) and 
(2) are equivalent: 
aH’/” 2 (H1/2"KH1/2")1/("+1) forsome a>O; ’ (1) 
there exists a positive operator T such that T( H ““T) n = K. (2) 
The solution T to (2) is unique and satisfies I(T(I Q a. 
The condition (1) is satis$ed if H is invertible or, more generally, 
a”+ ‘H >, K for some a > 0. In the first case, the solution T to (2) is given by 
LEMMA 2. Let A and B be positive operators. Let a and /I be real 
numbers such that a > p > 0, and let a be a positive real number. Then the 
condition 
&l/U 2 ( A’/2CTBA’/2+(a + ‘) 
(3) 
implies the condition 
a(a+1)/(8+1)Al/8 >, (A’/28&~$‘/28)~‘(~ +I)_ (4) 
We cite the following result by Douglus [l] for use in Lemmu 1. 
THEOREM A [l]. Let A and B be operators on Hilbert space. Then 
AA* < X2BB* for some X < 0 if and only if there exists an operator C such 
that A = BC. 
Proof of Lemma 1. The proof is a slight modification of [3] and [4]. 
(1) -+ (2): By Theorem A, the condition (1) in Lemma 1 assures an 
operator S such that 
Put T = SS*. Obviously I(TI( Q a. Then 
therefore K = T( H ““T)“, because H is nonsingular. 
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(2) + (1): The condition (2) in Lemma 1 yields 
(H1/2”KH1/2”)l/(n +l) = ((~1/2”7yf1/2”)” +l) lAn +l) 
= Hl/2”THl/2n < &l/” 
Assume T( H ““T)” = Z( H ‘lnZ)“; then 
and the nonsingularity of H yields T = Z. 
The rest of Lemma 1 is obvious, so the proof of Lemma 1 is complete. w 
We cite the following result by Furuta [2] to show Lemma 2. 
THEOREM B [2]. ZfA>B>O, thmfmeachr>O 
(9 
and 
(B’APB’)‘/9 >, #~+2r)/g. 
A(p+2r)/9 > (A’BPA’)‘/q 
6) 
hoZdforeachpandqsuchthatp>O, q>land(1+2r)q>p+2r. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Assume the condition (3) in Lemma 2. Put p = cx + 1, 
q = @ + 1, and r = (a - p)/2/3. Then this p, q, and r satisfy the condition 
(1+2r)q = p +2r in Theorem B, so by (ii) in Theorem B, 
(a.Al’y (P +zr)/rl > ( (&b)‘( A1/2olBA1/2a) p/(0 + ‘) (aA’wy) l/q, 
that is, 
(&q/a) 4 >, a2’/@+ “( A’/28BA’/28)1/@ + ‘). 
Consequently, 
ab+ l)/(fl+ ‘)Al/p > ( A’/28BA’/2fl)1/(8 + ‘), 
so the proof of (4) of Lemma 2 is complete. n 
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Proof of the Theorem. Let H and K be positive operators, and assume 
that H is nonsingular. Assume that there exists a positive operator T such 
that T( H’/“T )” = K for some natural number n. Then by Lemma 1, we 
have 
aH”” >, (H l/!bKHl/% )l/(” + ‘) for some a > 0. 
By Lemma 2, for any natural number m such that m < n we have 
Using Lemma 1 again, there exists a positive operator Tl such that 
T,( H1/mTl)m = K, 
and the rest of the Theorem easily follows by Lemma 1, so the proof of the 
Theorem is complete. 
QUESTION. In the Theorem, the author is not certain whether the reverse 
implication holds or not. That is, if there exists a positive operator Tl such 
that Tl( H’/“T,)” = K for some natural number m, then must there exist a 
positive operator T such that T( H ‘/“T )” = K for any natural number n such 
that m < n? 
We would like to express our thanks to Professor Chandler Davis for his 
kind comments after reading our first version. 
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